ABRACADABRA
PLATFORM FOR ENGAGEGING EUROPE THROUGH MUSIC

It’s all about circulation and grounding
The platform paves the way for emerging musicians in reaching new audiences, local collaborations, building an international carrier and spread joy. The overall aim for the platform is to present and promoting emerging musicians and entrepreneurs on a national, European and international level. A sustainable platform working with new music trends in society, building bridges between people by musical audience engagement and residency programs. The platform operates as a dynamic launch pad for music ideas, experiences and professional exchanges, supporting the members in presenting emerging talents in the local.

Want to plugin to the cultural circuit?
As a member you will have the opportunity to promote, share and pave the ways for emerging talents in the music world. Take advantage of being a part of a European circuit with committed members. As a member you will contribute to the creation of some long lasting changes if we focus on both emerging musicians and entrepreneurs. This will make the platform broader and different from other platforms and networks dealing with music in Europe. The different approaches and the diversity make the difference.

Mapping of potential
Our goal is to reach + 25 members around Europe. Beneath shows which members there replied positive back to us.

- DSI Swinging Europe            Denmark
- JazzDanmark                     Denmark
- New York Direct                 Denmark
- 12 Points Festival              Ireland
- Fondazione Fitzcarraldo         Italy
- Bass Culture                    Italy
- Brussels Jazz Orchestra         Belgium
- Handelsbeurs Concertzaal        Belgium
- Helsinki Arts Initiative        Finland
- PLUTO                           Finland
- Jazztopad                       Poland
- EXIT Music Festival             Serbia
- Norbotten Big Band              Sweden
- Red Film                        Sweden
- Europe Jazz Network             France
- Casa da Música                  Portugal
- music:LX                        Luxemburg

More information about the name:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abracadabra